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July 2023 – Growing Places Fund Campaign 
• Marketing, PR and comms activity to increase awareness of 

Growing Places Fund (GPF)

• Used 10th anniversary to highlight major schemes supported by 
GPF since inception

• Used current projects to highlight scheme was still active, and 
open for business

• Case studies and testimonials also used to populate new client-
facing GPF marketing collateral 

• Worked with latest GPF recipient, the Ormskirk Court Hotel, to 
promote enabling impact of the fund on stalled developments 
via local and regional press stories 

• NB GPF’s new collateral and messaging was deliberately crafted 
to deter applications for schemes that wouldn’t fulfil GPF’s 
social value/community economic impact criteria  

• Since July’s PR & comms awareness campaign, the GPF scheme 
has received credible loan enquiries worth over £13m   







New Growing Places Fund web copy10th Anniversary Growing Places Fund PR story 



(print edition) 

Growing Places Fund 10th anniversary media coverage 



Ormskirk Court Hotel funding – regional media coverage 







• The LEP’s Innovation Board sub-group published its new 
five-year plan in July

• Written by the LEP’s comms consultant, Richard Bond, the 
Lancashire Innovation Plan was officially launched at 
Fraser House in Lancaster, as part of the inaugural 
FHundeD ‘meet the investor’ event

• A regional PR campaign to promote the plan, and the 
significant role that innovation is set to play in the future 
Lancashire economy, was also undertaken 

• This included securing an endorsement for the plan, and 
Lancashire’s growing tech and digital investment 
potential, from northern tech venture capitalists Praetura
Ventures

• The LEP was credited as the Innovation Board’s 
overseeing body in all comms activity  

July – Lancashire Innovation Plan 





• In August 2023, it was announced by letter that the government would 
cease to fund all of England’s LEPs from April 2024 

• While a vast majority of LEPs chose not to comment on this news, 
Lancashire issued a statement which highlighted the vital contribution 
which LEPs like Lancashire’s continued to make to the regional 
economy  

• It also talked about how important an independent ‘voice of business’ 
will be as part of any new local government arrangements going 
forward 

• Our proactive approach, and forward-looking perspective, landed well 
with local and regional media, with Debbie’s quote also being 
specifically cited in a Local Government Chronicle comment piece

• The LEP’s positive legacy was also highlighted in a balanced editorial 
comment piece in Lancashire Business View which highlighted how in 
recent years it has achieved a number of significant outcomes for the 
county

• Across several pages of analysis, local business leaders were also asked 
by LBV to comment on the LEP and its legacy.

• Most were also broadly supportive, with the government’s original LEP 
model - and Lancashire’s fragmented geo-political landscape – being 
cited as barriers and challenges to LEP delivery from its inception    

August – Proactive LEP Funding Response  

















• LEP comms negotiated/facilitated a fact-finding visit to 
Lancashire by Jennifer William’s (Financial Times northern 
correspondent) 

• Tour included site visit to AMRC North West, UCLan, and County 
Hall

• Working with LCC comms, the LEP helped to create a full-day 
itinerary including meet and greet with several LEP 
representatives 

• Meetings were also held with senior representatives from NCF, 
NWAA, LCC, and UCLan

• After the success of the visit, a second JW trip to 
Morecambe/Lancaster (Re: activity and opportunities around 
Eden North, Fraser House, Lancaster Uni etc.) is being explored

• NB JW’s visit was not story-specific . It was a background and 
familiarisation trip to better understand current and emerging 
themes such as NCF relocation/NW Cyber Corridor and 
devolution, and get to know key influencers

• To that end, Miranda Barker was quoted in a Jen Williams FT 
piece in November about northern devolution deals

August – Jennifer Williams fact finding tour 



• The new LEP-backed Lancashire Funding Hub was 
launched in August 

• Hosted by Boost, the initiative was developed by 
the LEP and LCC, and supported by Rosebud 
Business Finance

• Local media and partner coverage (led by Boost’s 
PR team) carried an extensive quote from Debbie 
Francis about the significance of the hub

• There is a Funding Hub phase two 
upgrade/expansion of offer scheduled in the new 
year    

August – LEP/LCC Funding Hub 







October – TechUK Local Digital Index campaign 
• Running alongside Birmingham Tech Week in 

October, TechUK wanted to use the publication of 
their latest tech report to showcase examples of 
good practice around the UK

• The LEP secured two opportunities to promote 
Lancashire tech and digital messaging through as 
part of TechUK’s campaign:

➢A guest vlog from Deyrick Allen from IoT Horizons 
extolling the strengths of Lancashire’s digital and 
tech ecosystem from an SME perspective 

➢A second film, presented by Kerry Harrison 
(Lancashire Digital Skills Partnership) and Dan 
Knowles (Lancashire Digital Hub), promoting 
Lancashire’s skills, education and business support 
for tech-focused individuals  ‘from classroom to 
boardroom’ + Lancashire’s commitment to inclusive 
growth 





September – November
Lancashire Cyber Festival and Cyber Partnership Launch   

• In September, it was agreed by Andy Walker that any LEP 
PR/comms capacity be put towards supporting the Lancashire 
Cyber Festival (LCF) and launch of the Lancashire Cyber Partnership 
(LCP), in early November.

• It was further agreed that the LEP’s retained PR consultancy (Bond 
Consulting) would take on the role of PR coordinator, and media 
relations lead, for both projects

• In addition, Bond Consulting was tasked with developing a ‘long 
form’ inward investment, skills and HEI narrative for Lancashire 
(and the wider North West Cyber Corridor) which all LCF/LCP 
partners could refer to, and draw upon, as required 

• The LEP was also responsible for the development of a visual 
identity for the Lancashire Cyber Partnership in time for the festival 
(which was also delivered via Bond Consulting)



Lancashire Cyber Festival and Cyber Partnership Launch
• On behalf of the Lancashire Cyber Partnership (LCP) and Lancashire 

Cyber Festival (LCF), Bond Consulting delivered all elements of the PR 
and comms brief to an incredibly high standard:

▪ A new, 2,000 word overarching cyber narrative - and LCP launch press 
release - were both approved with very few changes from LCP 
members

▪ The creation and selection process for the LCP’s new visual identity 
was transparent, democratic, and very well-managed

▪ Bond Consulting’s media strategy - and its execution - generated 
sustained, positive coverage across all local and regional target media 

▪ This included a three-minute package on BBC North West Today and 
North West Tonight, a full front-cover ‘takeover’ of the Lancashire 
Post and two-page in-depth feature, plus extensive coverage across 
all target local/regional news and business publications 

▪ The LEP, as a founding member of the LCP, were referenced and 
quoted in all comms and PR material

▪ Andy Walker, representing the LEP and LCC, was one of the central 
media spokespeople for the festival, the cyber partnership, and 
Lancashire’s overarching cyber economic opportunity 

Please refer to the separate LCP/LCF coverage report, and the 
Lancashire Cyber Narrative, included as part of this report



• The LEP continues to provide supportive quotes and press 
release content to support partner PR

• This includes partner announcements and milestones linked to 
LEP funding streams, such as the Growth Deal and Getting 
Building Fund

• We also continue to support positive Lancashire investment 
stories from partners such as the Northern Powerhouse 
Investment Fund

• In every case, we ensure key messages linked to local economic 
growth, new jobs, and wider Lancashire prosperity, is embedded 
in every quote we supply  

• NB the LEP has no control regarding how these pieces are 
presented to local media by partners, or what coverage is 
secured   

• In addition, the LEP continues to proactively amplify and 
enhance partner news through its LinkedIn feed 

Ongoing Partner PR & Comms 







Proactive LinkedIn activity and partner amplification 









LEP PR and Comms – Looking Ahead 
• As future local government arrangements are still being worked through, it 

is hard to anticipate what LEP type of comms activity or PR support will be 
required in the spring  

• However - based on the assumption there will be a Lancashire business 
board function, and/or cluster groups post-March, Bond Consulting has is 
developing a skeleton comms and PR plan for 2024 

• The plan will be primarily focused on potential sector-led opportunities 
across areas like health, digital/technology, and advanced manufacturing, 
in line with the proposed cluster board structure 

• It will also reflect some of the convergence and sector specialisms as 
identified in the Lancashire Innovation Plan, and cross-cutting themes such 
as inward investment, skills, and R&D

• With so many unknowns, this plan should however be considered as 
indicative of the type of opportunities and activities Lancashire 
could/should be pursuing – from a ‘voice of business’ PR perspective –
going forward

• We also anticipate that a LEP report/review for 2022-24 (which would also 
highlight the LEP’s achievements and positive legacy) will be published at 
some point in the new year.       

• This document could/should also be used to give partners and 
stakeholders a clear sense of what is set to follow in the LEP’s place from 
April 2024
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